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Residential solar 

panel maintenance 

in Australia 

The essential guide to 

keep your solar panels 

working harder, for 

longer! 
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Solar panel maintenance is often something that is overlooked by homeowners, 

until they notice a significant drop in their energy generation – or a rise in their 

power bill.  

Unfortunately, this means they  

have lost money and energy, and  

will never get it back.  

To harness the power of the sun  

and get a positive return on the  

cost of our solar panels, we need  

to be maintaining them at  

maximum working capacity over  

the years. 

In many cases solar panel  

maintenance is a way to ensure  

you are keeping your solar  

warranty and home insurance  

policy valid, and could aid a  

future sale of your property by  

showing proof of consistent, professional maintenance. 

 

 

 

Once a month you should take 5 minutes to visually inspect your solar panels 

from the ground (if panels are visible) and ensure your inverter is operating and 

not in an error state. 

BRACKETS: You should check that your panels are secured correctly and that 

nothing has shifted by looking at the small square brackets on the edge of the 

panels, ensuring there are no large gaps, and that they are straight. 

 

TIP: Crooked or diagonal brackets are a tell tail sign of a loose bolt. 

Overview 

Owner checks 



GLASS: Check if any of the glass  

panels have visible cracks, or if  

any panels have shattered.  

Although rare, the glass can crack  

from things such as rapid  

temperature change, hot spots,  

and overheating cells. Cracked or  

shattered panels pose a significant  

risk as rainwater can enter the  

panel and come into contact with  

electricity. 

TIP: Check when the sun is low  

so that cracks reflect the light  

and are easier to see. 

 

SURFACE: Moss is a flowerless,  

spore producing plant and Lichen  

is light green stubborn fungi-algae  

that can grow anywhere up to 20cm in diameter. They both not only block the 

sun from your panels reducing power, but they can cause the panels to 

overheat leading to major issues and reduction in energy production. Believe it 

or not, the hotter the solar panels are, the less efficiently they work. Remember 

– it is not heat that generates power - its sunlight. 

Left unchecked, moss and lichen can continue to spread and cover more of your 

panels over time. 

TIP: Look closely at the frames and seals as lichen sticks to these areas easier. 

 

SURROUNDS: Debris such as bird nests, leaves and branches which are usually 

quite fine and dry can pose a significant risk when built up under your panels. As 

they are in the form of a dry flammable material and in close proximity to 

electricity and high temperatures, they could be the number 1 fire risk to your 

home if not checked and cleared.  

Report any of the above issues to Solar Shine Australia on 9824 9101 for advice. 

http://www.solarshineaustralia.com/


 

 

 

Annual cleaning serves a number 

 of purposes, the main one being  

that you are keeping your solar  

panels working at capacity to  

save you more money on power. 

With every annual clean you are  

preventing the growth of moss  

and lichen as well as stopping the  

build-up of dirt, dust, pollen,  

droppings, etc, to ensure your  

solar cells are getting as much  

sunlight as possible.  

 

Failing to clean your solar panels  

regularly will lead to your panels  

generating less energy, holding  

more heat, and ultimately, not  

lasting as long as a well- 

maintained system.  

Solar panels, like anything we want to last for over a decade, need to be  

maintained to last the test of time so you can get the best overall return on your 

solar investment. 

 

Why should you use the professionals? Firstly we are certified and experienced 

in working at heights and working with solar power. Frankly, it is not worth 

risking your life.  

Secondly, we have the right equipment for the job. We use electro-deionisation 

technology and have the experience to make sure that your panels and roof are 

not damaged during the cleaning process, and your warranty is not voided. 

 

Annual cleaning 



 

 

 

 
 

Annual inspections by Solar  

Shine Australia ensure that  

there is no faults in your panels  

that could decrease your power  

output or present a hazard. 

An 8-point inspection reports on  

the eight common areas where  

we see issues with solar panels. 

  

A lot of these ‘pain points’ take  

an experienced eye to spot and  

often go unnoticed for years in  

panels that have never been  

inspected. Unfortunately, this  

could mean that homeowners  

with solar panels are living in or  

renting out homes with faulty  

electrical systems on their roofs  

and have a high probability of being exposed to several risks and hazards. 

As a part of our inspections you will get images of any faults or issues with a 

detailed explanation of the issue which means you can get the right advice 

quickly and easily. 

 

With an annual cleaning service and inspection you are maximising power 

output and keeping tabs on the condition of your panels. This allows you to 

maximise return, plan for repairs, and activate your warranty before it expires if 

need be. 

 

Annual inspections 



 

 

 

 

Shine & Save membership –  Solar Shine Australia’s  

premium service for ongoing solar panel maintenance  

is the Shine & Save membership. The subscription is  

based on a monthly payment, which can be as little as  

50 cents a day, and includes annual cleaning &  

inspections, a long-term solar care plan, and a number  

of benefits you can access to keep your panels  

producing at capacity, year-round. 

 

 

Once off cleaning service – A once off cleaning service is a great way to learn 

more of the benefits if you are not sure what type of maintenance your system 

requires. You will be able to assess uptake in power output and find out the 

condition of your panels with your free inspection. 

 

 

Bird proofing/ Solar skirting – Bird nests and build- 

up of debris can become a real hazard for your  

home.  

By using solar panel specialists like Solar Shine  

Australia, you will benefit from a free panel clean  

and inspection with your solar skirting installation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solar maintenance options 

https://solarshineaustralia.com/shine-save-membership/
https://solarshineaustralia.com/why-clean-your-panels/
https://solarshineaustralia.com/bird-control/


 

 

 

 

 

www.solarshineaustralia.com 

 

       hello@solarshineaustralia.com 

 

         (02) 9824 9101 

/solarshineau 

 
Solar Shine Australia services the greater Sydney region and surrounding areas. 

 

Contact the professionals 

https://solarshineaustralia.com/
hello@solarshineaustralia.com
http://www.facebook.com/solarshineau

